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Log in
Please go with your internet browser on http://portal.dairyfeeder.com to log in.

Picture 1: Login



Please fill in the fields with your account name, your user name and your password. These
data you can find on the document which you got from BvL




Click on
to log in
You get an overview from the recent updates and new information about the V-DAIRY
Feeder system.
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Picture 2: Info board



If you have read the message and you don’t want the program to show it again you can
click on

and on

.

Log out
If you have done all tasks you can log out with the button on the upper right hand site.

Picture 3: Logout button
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This overview shows all the data with short information about the pens.

Picture 4: Overview of all pens and rations
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In this menu you can add or edit the pens you want to feed.

Picture 5: Overview pens before addition

2.1) Add a new pen
To add a new pen you have to click on
. It will be shown a new mask where you can
fill in the name and the size of the pen. If these animals of the pen are lactating you can activate
the checkmark.

Picture 6: Add a new pen

Please Click at

to enter the pen into the program.

You can repeat this process as long as you have added all pens which you want to feed. At the
end your pen overview looks like the following picture:
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Picture 7: Pen overview

2.2) Edit a pen
With the function edit you can change the name of a pen.
2.2.1) Edit the name of a pen
 Select the pen from which you want to change the name


Click on

.

Picture 8: Edit the name of a pen



End the progress with

.

2.2.2) Add animals to the pen
In the survey you can easily add animals to a pen.



Go to the menu “pens”
Select the pen to which you want to add the cows
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Picture 9: Add cows



Click on the “+”. It will be shown a new mask

Picture 10: Edition mask to add animals to a pen

Note: If you have chosen the wrong pen you can change it with a click at the “ ”
symbol to choose the right pen.


Fill in the number of animals which you want to add. To end the progress click on
.

2.2.3) Remove animals out of the pen
This is almost the same progress like at 2.2.2) Add animals to the pen. You just have to click on the
“-“ symbol after you have chosen the right pen.
2.2.4) Delete a pen
Note: To delete a pen you have to remove all animals of the pen before.
Otherwise it is not possible to delete the pen.



Select the pen which you want to delete
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Click on

, you will see the following layout:

Picture 11: Agree to delete the pen



If you agree to delete the pen you must click on

.

2.2.5) Move animals from one pen to another
This function has the goal to move the animals from one pen to another pen virtually. If there is for
example a dry cow which has to be moved to the high-performing cows you can easily move it with
the program.
Therefore, you have to select a pen from which you want to move a cow. Then you have to click at
the symbol “
” to move an animal. You get a entering mask in which you have to say how much
animals you want to move and from which pen to which pen it will move.

Picture 12: Move animals





Please enter the number of animals which you want to move
Select a group where the animals belong to (move FROM pen)
Select a pen where the animals should go (move TO pen)



Complete the process with

.
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In this register you can enter all the ingredients you are using at your farm.

3.1) Enter a new ingredient
If you didn’t edit an ingredient until now there will be shown the following screen:

There are no data available.

Picture 13: Menu "ingredients" before editing



To edit a new ingredient, please click on
. There will be opened a new mask
where you can enter all data which belong to this ingredient.

Picture 14: Enter a new ingredient



Please enter the name of the ingredient in the first line.
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Note: Please designate the ingredients as precise as possible to prevent confusion in
relation to the right ingredient.






“Dry matter”: enter the dry matter (in percent) of the ingredient. Please do it as precise as
possible. Otherwise it is possible that the program is calculating with the wrong values!
“Costs per ton” is necessary for the calculation of the feeding costs
“Confirm” means that you can skip manually or automatically to the next ingredient after
you have loaded the actual ingredient.
“Time [s]”: You can determine the time before the program skips to the following
ingredient. There is just one condition that the weight of the actual component isn’t varying
anymore.

Note: If you want to determine a mixing time of some ingredients (e.g. straw) before
the following ingredient(s) get loaded you can enter the mixing time in seconds.
Example: Before you will load maize you want that the straw and hay get mixed for five
minutes. So you have to enter the time with 300 seconds (5 minutes x 60 seconds).



“Type of ingredient”: Here you can choose between a basic and a concentrate ingredient.



Please confirm this process with

.

After you have entered all your ingredients there will be shown a survey like the following picture:

Picture 15: Survey of all ingredients
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3.2) Edit an ingredient
With this function you can edit the data of an ingredient.



Go to the menu “ingredients”
Please select the ingredient which you want to edit




Click on
.
It will be shown the same mask like in Picture 14. You can change the values which you
wanted to.

3.3) Delete an ingredient
With this function you can delete an ingredient which you won’t need anymore. For example if you
fed the maize silage of the last year totally to your cows.

Note: Ingredients which are a component of a ration you cannot delete. Please remove
the ingredient out of the ration before you delete it.



Please select the ingredient you want to delete.



Click on

. It will open a new mask:

Picture 16: Confirm to delete ingredient



Click on

to delete the ingredient.
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In this menu you can enter the different rations you have to feed.

4.1) Enter a new ration


Please go to the menu “Rations”



To enter a new ration, please click on

. It will open a new entering mask:

Picture 17: Enter a new ration name



Enter the name of the ration in the first line.

Note: Please give the ration a precise name. Please do not name the rations like your
pens!



Wit the function “Copy FROM” you can enter new rations which are almost similar to the
ration you have already entered. So you can spend a lot of time.




Click on
to confirm the creation of the ration.
You will see now the following picture:
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Picture 18: Ration created

4.1.1) Create a ration per animal
The program is calculating with the ration per animal all the time and not with the values of the
ration per pen. So, first of all, you have to enter the values of the ration per animal.



Please click on
(under Ration/Animal, like in Picture 18) to add an ingredient.
It will be opened a new mask where you can choose the ingredient and the amount of it:

Picture 19: Add an ingredient to ration




Please select the ingredient which you want to add to the ration by using the dropdown-list
at ingredient
You can enter either the Fresh matter [kg] or the Amount DM [kg] into the fields. The
program calculates the other field (dependent from which field you entered the matter)
automatically. You just have to wait a little moment until the program has calculated the
other matter.
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Note: You have to fill in the amount per animal and not per ration.




Click on
to end the procedure.
Repeat this procedure until you have entered all ingredients which are necessary for this
ration.

Now you get a survey like the following picture:

Picture 20: Survey ration/animal

4.1.2) Change the loading sequence
Note:
Normally, you have to load the ingredients depending on the particle length of the ingredients.
That means that you should load at first the ingredients with long particles (like hay, straw or dry
grass) and then ingredients with shorter particles.

The first kind of setting the loading sequence is to add the first ingredient you want to load at first,
too. Otherwise you can do the following thing:


With the symbols “
load sequence.

” you can move the respective ingredient up or down to change the
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Please repeat this procedure until you have the sequence which you wanted to have.

4.2) Add a feeding pen to the ration
4.2.1) Add a pen to the ration
Now you have to add one (or more) pen to the ration. You have to click on
“Pens” (like in Picture 18). There will be shown a new mask:

in the field of

Picture 21: Add pen to ration



In the field “Pen” you can select the pen you want to add to the actual ration.




Click on
to save the progress.
Repeat the progress until you have added all pens which belong to the ration.

Picture 22: Survey ration/animal and pens



You can change the unloading sequence by clicking on the “

” symbols.

4.2.2) Edit the feeding amount of one pen
If you have several pens in the ration which have different feed intakes you can edit the amount per
pen manually.
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Select a pen from which you want to edit the feed amount.



Click on

. It will be shown a new mask:

Picture 23: Edit amount of pen




The fresh matter and the amount DM are feed intakes per animal of the whole ration.
Enter the fresh matter or the amount DM which you want to have.



Click on

to end the procedure.

4.2.3) Remove ingredient out of ration
 Please go into the menu “rations”



Select the ration from which you want to remove the ingredient an click on
Select the ingredient which you want to delete at Ration/Animal.




Please click on
.
You will be asked if you are sure that you want to delete the ingredient:

.

Picture 24: Confirm to delete ingredient



Click on

to end the progress.

4.3) Send remarks to the feeder
With this function you can send a message to the PDA that the feeder can see what have changed
without speaking to each other.



Please go to the menu “Rations”
Select the ration in which you want to create a remark.




Click on
.
Select the register “Remarks”
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Picture 25: Enter a remark



Fill in the text you want to have for the remark and click on

.

4.4) Settings
To edit the settings, please select the register “Settings” in the menu “Rations”
You can edit three points there which are explained in the following table:

Description
Allow flex feeding
Apportionment of the ration into several
mixing hopper fillings if the ration is
larger than the mixing hopper volume
Auto unload

Explanation
If this function is activated you can change the
sequence on the PDA while unloading.
If this function is activated the program calculates in a
special way (see Picture 26 and Picture 27)
If this function is activated, you can unload without the
PDA. Note: if you have activated this function you
cannot generate the report “unloaded ingredients”
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Example function “apportionment several hopper fillings”:
Ration weight:
12.000 kg
Max volume mixing hopper:

7.500 kg

Feed amount pen “Cows 1”:
Feed amount pen “Cows 2”:
Feed amount pen “Cows 3”:

5.500 kg
3.500 kg
3.000 kg

Picture 26(left): Division of unloading amounts if function is deactivated
Picture 27 (right): Division of unloading amount if function is activated
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This menu gives an overview from all of the ingredients which are used for the feeding
processes. Here will be shown the inventory of all ingredients. Here, you get information about
how many days are left until you have to order a new feed delivery.

Picture 28: Inventory of ingredients




Please go into the menu “inventory”
Select the ingredient which you want to edit




Click on
.
There will be shown a new mask:

Picture 29: Add a feed delivery




By clicking into the Date line, there will be shown a calendar which helps you to choose the
date of the feed delivery.
In the field “Feed delivery [to.]” you have to fill in the amount of the feed delivery.
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“Total costs” means how big the total costs of the fodder of the feed delivery were.



To save the data please click on

.

Note: The function
deals with the total amount which was
delivered on the date which you added. Because of the fact that you have fed already a certain
amount since the last delivery you have to make an inventory correction.

With this function you can correct the deviations between the theoretical values in the web
account and the actually inventory of the ingredients. For example, you have used the straw for
the bedding of your cows instead of using it just to feed the cows.



Please go into the menu Inventory.
Select the ingredient from which you want to make a correction.



Click on

. There will be shown a new mask.

Picture 30: Make an inventory correction




Choose the date on which you want to make the correction by clicking in the field after
Date
Fill in the actually weight of the ingredient in the field of Fresh matter [to.]



To end the process, please click on

.
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The menu Actuals is the basis of the reports which are required for the evaluation of the way of
feeding. It is possible to deal with the following aspects:


Fodder efficiency based on the milk invoice



Real feed intake



Please go into the menu Actuals and choose the register Milk invoice



To fill in a new milk invoice, please click on

. There will open a new mask

Picture 31: Fill in a milk invoice



To end the process please click on

.

With this function you can see the milk invoices you have entered in the past.


Please go into the menu “Actuals”.
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Choose a period from which you want to see the milk invoice (for example June until



August 2015). Now, please click on
.
It will be shown a table like the following picture:

Picture 32: Overview of all entered milk invoices of the period

Please go into the menu “actuals”. At the register “Milk invoice” you can enter the month and the
year from which you want to edit the milk invoice(s). After you have entered the data please go on
. Now you can see the list of entered milk invoices (look at Picture 32).


Please select the invoice which you want to edit.




Click on
.
Now it will open the mask like in picture Picture 31.



Please end the progress by clicking on

.

With this function you can enter the amount of refusals without putting them into the mixer wagon.
So you can look at what the cows really fed in the last period.




Please go to the menu “Actuals”
Open the register “manual refusal entry”




Click on the button
It will be opened a new mask where you can enter the data of the refusals.

Picture 33: Entry mask collected refusals
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You can end the progress by clicking on

.

You can check the data of the collected refusals which you entered with the PDA or with the web
account like it is described at point 6.2.1) Enter collected refusals.



Please go to the menu “actuals” and then to “manual refusal entry”



By entering the period you want to check and clicking on
be shown all entered data which belong to this period.

there will

Picture 34: List of entered refusals




Go further with the points of 6.2.2) See entered data of refusals
Select the entry which you want to edit




Please click on the button
.
There will be shown the same mask like in Picture 33: Entry mask collected refusals



End the progress by clicking on




Go further with the points of 6.2.2) See entered data of refusals.
Select the entry which you want to delete



Click on the button

.

. You will get asked if you are sure to delete the entry.

Picture 35: Confirm to delete the entry
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By clicking on

you will delete the entry.

With this menu you will get an overview from the feed intake per animal, per day in the respective
feeding groups. Therefore, you can choose between the different periods and feeding groups.

Picture 36: Overview of DM per animal, per day



By choosing a period you want to check and clicking on
whole data you have entered before which belong to this period.



If you click with the cursor on a value of a day there will be shown the feed intake in detail.

it will be shown the
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There is a possibility to make interfaces between the V-DAIRY Feeder and other administration
programs. For example, you can connect the V-DAIRY Feeder with the software from DSP Agrosoft
and synchronize the data of this program with the data of the V-DAIRY Feeder. If you change for
example the number of cows in the V-DAIRY Feeder program, the number of cows at DSP Agrosoft
will get changed automatically.
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In this register you can call up all you feeding data to conclude where you have potentials at your
feeding. It is possible to call up the data in form of Excel sheets or PDF.

The following table explains what the different reports mean.
Term
Feedsheet (current)

Ration printout per pen
(current)
Ration loading with cow info

Feeder accuracy

Feeder accuracy detail
Loaded ingredients
unloaded ingredients
FCE evaluation
Loading and feeding time (1)
Loading and feeding time (2)

Explanation
This is the current feedsheet of all your pens and rations you have
entered.
The first table shows the total feed amount per pen and the
number of animals in the pens. Thereafter, you can see the load
amount per pen if you want to feed 50 % of the ration. The
second table shows the load amounts (full amount/ ½ amount)
per ingredient.
This sheet shows the rations per pen including all ingredients
which belong to the rations. You can see the different ingredients
with their amount [DM], dry matter [%] and the fresh matter [kg].
This report shows all loaded rations you made in the period you
selected. The aspects which will be shown are :
Target weight, actual weight, deviation of the actually amount in
kilograms, the deviation in percents, the target number of cows
and the actual number of cows.
This report shows the details of the feeding process(es) in the
selected period. It shows all rations with the start time and end
time and who has fed. Also, it will be shown a table in which you
can see the different ingredients of the rations with the difference
between the target amount and the actual amounts of the rations.
Same as the accuracy, but you will get information about the
deviation between target amount and actual amount while of the
unloading additionally.
Report of the loaded ingredients per ration, with fresh matter, dry
matter, the costs per kg and the total costs
Report of the loaded ingredients per pen, with fresh matter, dry
matter, the costs per kg and the total costs.
If you have entered you milk invoices you can evaluate the
efficiency of you fodder.
Here will be shown all feeding times per rations which belong to
the period you selected.
Feeding times per user.
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To call up a report, please go to the menu “reports”.

Picture 37: Overview of menu "reports"

1. Please choose the period from which you want to call up a report by…
o … selecting the given periods on the left hand side, like today, last month, …
OR
o … entering the period you want in the lines at “From:” and “To”
2. Please choose in the field “Report:” the category of report you want to call up.

3. Please click on one of the two symbols (
PDF file or an Excel sheet.

or

) to get the report in form of a
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In this menu you can administrate all users and their rights.

You can create different roles for this program. If you for example want your feeder consultant to
edit the rations but you don’t want him to see how high your costs are you can give him certain
rights. In other words, the roles are the different user groups. Most of the clients have three
different groups:




Administrator
Feeder
Consultant



Please go to the menu “settings”. You are now in the register “roles”.



To create a new role, please click on

. You will see a new entering mask.

Picture 38: Enter a new role



To end the progress, please click on

.

You can change the role name if you want by following the points:


Select the role you want to edit



Please click on

.
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Picture 39: Edit a role name



Click on

.

You have the possibility to give the different roles different rights. For example, the feed consultant
is able to edit data in the webaccount, but mustn’t have rights to use the PDA. On the other hand,
the feeder has to have the right to use the PDA and, for example, can change the number of cows
for one day. However, he doesn’t need to have a login for the webaccount.



Go to the menu “Settings”
Select the role from which you want to edit the rights

Picture 40: Choose a role




Beneath, you can see two registers: one for the rights in the webaccount and one for the
PDA.
Now, you can choose which rights the selected role should have.
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Picture 41: Edit the rights of a role



End up the progress by clicking on

at the bottom of the site.

You can create different users which should use the V-DAIRY Feeder program. In this way, you can
differentiate what and who are causing eventual deviations in the milk performance of your cows.




Please go into the menu “Settings”
Choose the register “User”
You will get an overview from all users (which you may have entered already)

Picture 42: Overview from users
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Please follow the aspects from 9.2) Administration of users to get to the overview of all
users.




Please click on
to create a new user.
You’ll get to see a new entering mask like the following picture:

Picture 43: Entering mask new user

Note: If you have employees from abroad you can choose between 13 different
languages that the employee can understand what is described on the PDA. Every time the
person will log in the program will change into the language which is selected for him.


To save the data, please click on



Please follow the aspects from 9.2) Administration of users to get to the overview of all
users.
Select the user which you want to edit.



.
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Picture 44: Select a user



Click on
. It will be shown the same mask like in Picture 43. Now you can edit
the aspects you want.



Please end the progress by clicking on



Please follow the aspects from 9.2) Administration of users to get to the overview of all
users.
Select the user which you want to delete.
It will be shown a question which asks if you want to confirm the deletion:




.

Picture 45: Confirmation to delete user



By clicking

you will confirm the deletion.

In this menu you can enter the company details.



Please go to the menu “Settings” and then click on “Company details”
It will be shown a mask wherein you can enter the address and phone number of your
company.



Please click on

.
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